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We are Chicago’s Jesuit, Catholic University—a diverse community seeking God in all things and working to expand knowledge in the service of humanity through learning, justice, and faith.
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Preparing people to lead extraordinary lives
At Loyola, you’ll be on the cutting edge of how teachers are prepared as you learn to foster collaboration with families and communities while promoting academic, social, and emotional growth.

All students are eligible to apply for an English as a Second Language (ESL) endorsement.

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION (BSEd)**

| Bilingual/Bicultural Education • Early Childhood Special Education • Elementary Education • Middle Grade Education: General Science; Language Arts and Reading Teacher; Mathematics; Social Science and Reading Teacher • Secondary Education • Special Education | MINORS Reading Teacher • Special Education • Educational Policy Studies | FIVE-YEAR PROGRAMS Biology/Secondary Education (BS/MEd) • Chemistry/Secondary Education (BA/MEd) • Physics/Secondary Education (BS/MEd) |
Nearly 500 years ago, the Jesuits began a tradition that focused on working with people through education, regardless of their race or religion. At the beginning of the 21st century, Loyola’s School of Education continues this tradition, acknowledging our diverse, global society. Through fieldwork, internship, and research opportunities, you will actively learn about and contribute to the field of education. From your first semester, you’ll engage in hands-on experience in a variety of classrooms. This focus on fieldwork will set you apart once you graduate—you’ll have the confidence and the skills to be an effective teacher on your first day in the classroom.
The 4 cornerstones

As a student in Loyola’s BSED programs, your studies will be built around:

• Partnering with schools and communities
• Classroom diversity
• Professional learning communities
• Ongoing classroom experience

EXPERIENCES

Your first career steps

The School of Education maintains strong partnerships with the Chicago Public Schools (the third largest school district in the country) and the Chicago Archdiocese Schools. These connections provide opportunities for student teaching, field experiences, and research to help you prepare for a career in education.